
 

 

 

“It takes a village to raise a child.” 

- Igbo and Yoruba African proverb 

 

ReVillage Cooperative   
 

ReVillage is a collaboration between two faith communities in Bend: First Presybterian 

and the Storydwelling community. Our vision is that no family would have to do the 

hard and beautiful work of raising their children alone. We seek to cultivate nurturing, 

relationship-centered childcare that utilizes the care and talents of parents and 

volunteers. We imagine a world in which all might have access to the care they need 

and deserve. 

 

In short, we want to Re-Village our city. 

 

ReVillage started pre-pandemic with a hope for families and children to radically 

flourish and experience wholeness in every area of their lives. With each adult having 

their own wisdom and set of talents, we encouraged the sharing of those gifts through 

play based learning.  The gifts of the community created good for the community. We 

offered a co-op model for families to “give” childcare once a week in exchange for 

receiving childcare the rest of the week using church nurseries as our location.  We 

wanted to lower childcare costs, provide time for adults to work and create, and 

cultivate a community that feeds the whole family in body, mind, and spirit.  

 



Now, as we face increased pressures on families during COVID-19-- family isolation, 

disappearing and absent care for kids ages 0-5-- ReVillage acts as a “social container” 

to bring families together to share care and seek equitable solutions for Bend’s 

families. Safety is a high priority for our team, and we think forming villages in which 

families covenant with one another is a way to mitigate the risk of spreading illness. We 

are now  providing play based resources and tool kits, access to safe locations, and a 

platform to connect for parents to create their own “villages” together!  

 
 

Our Broader Vision  

 

We want to accompany Bend’s families in creating community. 

 

As education professionals and community organizers, we know that when families 

create community, they are more powerful together. ReVillage will accompany 

individual villages as well as channel the energy of those villages into advocating for 

systemic change so that, one day, all families might have access to the childcare they 

need and deserve.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our Role in Creating Villages  
 

1) We help you find your Village of families  

We connect you to other families in Bend with kiddos ranging from 0-5 years old 

while taking personal preferences and needs into account. Our vision is for our 

villages to be diverse across background and income.  

We ask for a minimum 3 month commitment to your Village.  

 

2) We help you find a location for your Village  

We find a location that will work best for your village. Oftentimes, we tend to 

lean towards spaces that are already “up to code” such as church nurseries and 

empty educational facilities but if your village is comfortable in operating out of a 

house, we can help you with the resources and tools to set up a safe space to 

do so.  

3) We help you get your Village off to a great start  

After meeting with your Village, each member will go through the Village’s 

commitments and agree to its safety guidelines.   

We offer resources your village could need like access to certifications and 

trainings, admin documents like sign in sheets and incident reports 

We offer a “play binder” that can be used as your village sees fit which includes 

play based invitations, activities, explorations and ideas.  

We offer other resources and toolkits that you may need to feel ready to start 

your village!  

 

4) We support you while you’re a part of a Village 

We offer online videos, parent education, and webinars either pre recorded or 

on zoom regarding child development, play based learning ideas, and social 

emotional learning  



We provide you with open lines of communications if you need to reach out talk 

to our team 

We also can provide you the resources if you are feeling like your family needs 

to transition into a different Village. 

 

 

Commitment Details  
 

Families are asked to commit to a minimum 3-month participation with a set, one day a 

week of giving childcare. Families make modest sliding-scale donations every month of 

5-50 dollars. 

 

Training & Certifications  
 

Depending on your ReVillage location, you may need to complete a background check 

prior to your first co-op shift. Other locations may choose to acquire one for all parent 

volunteers regardless of it being mandated. Your ReVillage coordinator will inform you 

if it’s required and can guide you through the process if your village chooses to still 

obtain one.  

 

Depending on your ReVillage location, certain trainings and certifications may be 

required such at CPR & First Aid, Darkness to Light Child Abuse, Safe Sleeping, and 

Safe Food Handeling. Again, if your location DOESN’T require these trainings but your 

village has decided to take these trainings online to ensure child safety, your ReVillage 

coordinator can guide you through the process of obtaining them.  

 

 



Child Care Center Environment 

 
ReVillage members are invited to explore the provided “play binder” which can be used 

as needed that includes play based invitations, lessons, activities, and more!  Parent 

volunteers that are giving childcare will work to maintain, promote and develop a 

nurturing, play based environment that contributes to each child’s: 

 

Social / Emotional Development 
 

● Parents will be available, sitting on the floor or at the table next to the kids at 

play (making sure not to be standing above the children while play is happening) 

encouraging children to talk to peers in a kind, loving voice while taking turns, 

posing open ended questions like “what if you tried this?” and becoming 

involved in play right alongside the child!  

● Children develop socially and emotionally through play as they imagine the 

world from a different perspective, understand the differences between 

themselves and others, learn how to interact with others, and more. 

● Trying on different roles during play helps children learn how other people feel 

and think. When they role play and act out scenarios, they’re exploring the 

possibilities of their actions in the real world. 

● The social aspect of play helps children build friendships and learn how to 

cooperate and work together. It offers opportunities for them to learn to resolve 

conflict. 

● Playing with others also helps children establish a sense of self. They can initiate 

play and make decisions, which empowers them to become confident and 

motivated learners. 

● Creating art in a play-based learning environment exposes children to process 

vs product-focused art. Process-focused art experiences have no rules and no 

https://www.zerotothree.org/espanol/play
https://www.zerotothree.org/espanol/play
https://www.naeyc.org/resources/pubs/tyc/feb2014/process-art-experiences
https://www.naeyc.org/resources/pubs/tyc/feb2014/process-art-experiences


examples to guide the children. There is no right or wrong way to create. 

Meanwhile, product-focused art is based on instructions and guided by 

examples the teacher makes. In this type of art, there is a ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ 

way to create. Process focused art benefits children by allowing them to 

express their feelings or ideas the way they want to and they feel successful no 

matter what they make. 

● Play reduces stress and serves as an outlet for anxiety 

 

Motor Development 
  

● Motor skills development refers to how a child uses their body. Through play, 

children build muscle mass and coordination, explore different tactile 

experiences, and get a healthy amount of exercise. 

● Art and play expose children to different tactile experiences. They learn about 

the feeling of wooden blocks, soft plush toys, wet paint, and more. 

● Play increases physical activity and movement inside and out.  

● Children build muscle mass and coordination as they jump, climb, swing, run, 

and move during play. 

● Parents will provide opportunities for fine motor skills and well as gross motor 

skills (indoor and outdoor as space is available).  

 

Cognitive Development 

● Cognitive development is a child’s growing ability to use their intellect to 

process information. It includes problem-solving, language learning, and the 

interpretation of sensations. 



● When children play, they use their imagination. Imagination is all about symbols: 

a laundry basket symbolizes a car, a stick symbolizes a fishing rod, and so on. 

Understanding symbols is key to reading and writing, as letters are symbols. 

The same goes for mathematical concepts and numbers. 

● During dramatic play, children use language to talk to each other. They 

represent and act out stories, practicing their language and storytelling skills. 

● Children develop an elementary understanding of scientific concepts as they 

learn how the world around them works. For example, what happens when you 

stack one block on top of another or what the feathers of a bird feel like. 

● Parents will support cognitive development by providing space, stations and 

invitations to play that engages that child’s whole brain.  

 

How do you know if it’s play based learning?  
 

Play-based learning is a type of early childhood education based on child-led and 

open-ended play.  Play itself is a voluntary, enjoyable activity with no purpose or end 

goal. Believe it or not, activities like this lay the foundation for a child to become a 

curious and excited learner later in life. Play-based learning helps children develop 

social skills, motivation to learn, and even language and numeracy skills. Taking 

initiative, focused attention, and curiosity about the world are all a part of play. 

 

Elements of play based learning include: 

● Self chosen: A child voluntarily chooses to play, how they’ll play, and for 

how long. An adult may initiate play insofar as he or she invites or suggests 

play but the child determines the rest. 



● Enjoyable: Play is enjoyable for the child. This emotional aspect is 

important. There may be some frustrations or disagreements during play 

but overall it’s pleasurable. 

● Unstructured: A child has ample time to explore and discover during play. 

They’re directed by their own interests, not by any prescribed rules or plans. 

● Process-oriented: There is no end or learning goal. Instead, it’s the 

process of play that’s important.  

● Make believe: Play often involves imagination, ‘make believe’, or ‘playing 

pretend’. 

 

Parents’ Role  
 

The biggest role a parent has at ReVillage is to let each child know they are safe, loved, 

heard, and supported. One of the biggest ways we express this to children is through 

how we speak to them. At ReVillage, our voices should always come from an 

understanding and kind place with a loving tone. The negative words “no”, “don’t”, 

“stop” and many others like them only tell children what not to do, without really 

getting the point across. We want to tell them that we see them, hear them, and that 

we are here to help. We want to connect with them. This is called attunement.  

 

Attunement: Attunement is being aware of, and responsive to, another. How does 

your child feel? Are they happy or sad, interested, engaged, capable of listening? Are 

they in distress, hungry or just needing to be held? What is the best way to 

communicate to your child, whether something you notice in their behavior that is right 

or wrong, a feeling, an idea…in any moment? What will engage, encourage and show 

them feelings of love and care? What will be heard, perceived, felt and learned — in 

short, what the parent will communicate — depends upon how receptive the child is. 



And how well a parent reads a child's receptivity depends upon an understanding of 

how humans communicate without words. 

Take a break from saying “no”  

Instead, connect with the child. Let them feel heard and loved. As parents and adults 

that have spent time around kiddos, we’re sure you have a whole plethora of phrases 

to use instead of “no”. Here are just a few examples.  

“I see how frustrated you were when you hit your friend, but it’s not okay to hit people 

because it really hurts them.”  

“This isn’t a toy, so we will leave it on the shelf because we want to keep it safe.”  

“I see that you’re upset. Let’s take a break from this toy and try something else for a 

bit.” 

 

 

Parent Volunteer Role Cont.  
 

● Volunteers will be encouraged to sit with a child or children that are engaging in 

play.  

● The volunteer can assist with problem solving and questioning 

● The volunteer is encouraged to play with the children! It’s important for children 

to play peer to peer and independently but it’s also just as important to 

demonstrate what play behavior looks like.  

● Volunteers need to redirect undesired behaviors. If a child seems frustrated by a 

toy or activity or if the child is having a hard time sharing, redirect the child into a 

different area of play or to a quiet, calm down space in the reading area.  

● Volunteers can also teach play skills for children who have some difficulty 

entering into a play based scenario.  

● Keep things lighthearted and playful. If a child does not respond to a request, 

such as washing hands, we try the approach of making it silly or a game instead 



of entering a battle of will. Laughter, without mocking children or making them 

feel like their feelings don’t count, is a very effective way of changing the mood. 

● Volunteers can play appropriate music to set the mood. If children are playful, 

play fun, dance music. If it’s time to calm down, play peaceful music.  

● Volunteers will bring out two to three “invitations to play” each morning. When 

children arrive, they have choices. They can either play with the existing toys on 

the shelf or try out the new play activity on the floor or table.  

● Rotate certain toys each day.  

 

 

Daily Rhythm 
 

Children will each have a different rhythm for eating, napping, and playing. We will be 

attuned to the needs of each child and support each need however it flows throughout 

the day.  

Toddlers will be offered a snack time during the day either before lunch or in the 

afternoon depending on when your village is operating.  

There could be an outdoor / gross motor play for toddlers (weather permitting, ratio 

permitting) during infant naptime.  

 

Each day, children will be encourage to play through these 6 outlets of “play” 

1. Create 

2. Move 

3. Sing 

4. Discuss 

5. Observe 

6. Read  

7.  



Scheduling &  Location Policies  
 

1) What is our weekly schedule? Please fill in the calendar and mark the days of 

the week your village is going to meet keeping in mind that a parent led co-op 

without being certified can meet for a maximum of 4 hours per day.  

 

Sunday: 

 

 

 

Monday: 

 

 

 

Tuesday: 

 

 

 

Wednesday: 

 

 

 

Thursday: 

 

 

 



Friday: 

 

 

 

Saturday: 

 

 

 

*A ratio of 1 adult for every 5 children toddler (24 months and up) aged and 1 adult for 

every 4 infant aged (under 24 months) children must be maintained at all times to 

ensure safe supervision of all children. 

 

A typical ReVillage schedule looks like: 

 

Tuesdays/Wednesdays/Thursdays from 8am to 12pm. Each family provides care 

one day per week (with another parent) and receives care twice a week (2:6 

adult-to-child ratio).  You would “give” one day and “get” two days of childcare.  

 

Keep these questions in mind when filling out your calendar.  

 

1) How are we swapping care?  

2) How many adults will need to be present each day? At some ReVillage 

locations, there are requirements put in place to have 2 adults present at all 

times.  

3) Is there a sign in / sign out policy? At some ReVillage locations, there is a 

requirement to have a sign in and out binder to log who was present each day 

for parent volunteers and children. Your ReVillage coordinator will advise you if 

your location has such requirements.  



4) What happens if there is a non sickness related emergency for a parent that has 

a “shift”?  

5) Do we need to have an “on call person” for each day of the week?  

6) What else do we need to agree upon for personal days, holidays and other 

scheduling conflicts?  

 

Please use the provided space to explain how your Village will operate: 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



Daily Expectations 

 

 Daily Health Check  
 

1. ReVillage members will conduct a daily health check for any children and 

parents coming into the program.  

2. ReVillage “on site” parents that are providing care for that day will be required to 

take temperatures of all entering children and adults that will be in contact with 

each other. If they have a temperature of 100.4 Fahrenheit or over, they must be 

excluded.  

3. ReVillage members will ask all entering adults and children (or, if the child is not 

able to reliably answer, ask the adults who are dropping off the child):  

a. Has the adult or child been exposed to a person with a positive case of 

COVID-19 in the past 14 days? 

b.  Has the adult or child been exposed to a person with a presumptive case 

of COVID-19 in the past 14 days? If they answered yes to either question 

1 or 2, the child or adult must quarantine for 14 days. The 14-day 

quarantine cannot be shortened by getting a negative COVID-19 test, 

or by getting a note from a medical professional.  

c. Is the adult or child experiencing an unusual cough, shortness of breath, 

or fever? If yes to question 3, that person must be excluded from the 

program for 10 days, and 24 hours symptom-free.  

d.  Does the child or adult have symptoms of diarrhea, vomiting, headache, 

sore throat, or rash? If yes to question 4, that person must be excluded 

as follows. • If seen by a medical professional and is cleared, they can 

remain in or return to the program following the documented direction of 

the medical professional. • If not seen by a medical professional, they 

may return 24 hours after resolution of symptoms. 



4. A ReVillage member will document that a daily health check was completed on 

every person entering and will write down pass or fail only next to the sign in 

column.  Do not record symptoms or temperature in order to maintain 

privacy.  

 

*See Attached Exclusion Summary  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recording Keeping 
 

1. In the daily sign in/out binder, ReVillage members will keep daily logs indicating 

what children and adults were in attendance each day, what time they arrived 

and departed and what their individual health assessment score was (pass or 

fail).  

2. All parents must sign in their child whether or not they are giving childcare for 

the day. Example: I am giving childcare for my 4 hour shift while bringing my son 

in. I will still need to sign him in for the day indicating he was in fact present at 

the nursery for that day.  

 

 

Group Size and Stable Groups  
 

1. ReVillage will have ONE stable group of a max of 10 kids with 2 adults.  

2. Members and children are not required to physically distance from adults or 

children within their own stable group. 

3. ReVillage will ensure that the space meets the minimum of 35 square feet per 

child. 

4. Ratios: Six weeks of age through 23 months - 1:4 ratio of caregiver to children 

with a maximum of 8 children in the group. 24 month of age through age 5  - 1:5 

ratio for caregivers to children with a maximum of 10 children per group.  

5. ReVillage will have a max of 12 people (10 children and 2 adults) participating in 

the space daily.  

 

 

 



PPE for Children and Adults  
 

1. ReVillage members will require parents & caregiving adults to wear a face shield 

or face covering.  

2. ReVillage members will allow a child between two years and Kindergarten to 

wear a face covering or face shield, if: requested by the parent/guardian, the 

face covering or face shield fits the child’s face measurements, and the child is 

able to remove the face covering or face shield themselves without assistance.  

3. ReVillage members will ensure children under two never wear a face shield or 

face covering. 

4. ReVillage members will wash hands before putting on a face shield or face 

covering, after taking face shields and face coverings off, and anytime the face 

shield or face covering is touched. 

5. ReVillage members will ensure that their face coverings are washed daily or a 

new face covering to be worn daily.  

 

Daily Activities Adapted for COVID  
 

1. For napping, ReVillage members will maintain at least 36 inches between mats, 

beds, or cots and sleep head-to-toe 

2. Members will limit sharing materials and toys between children during an 

activity. If sharing occurs, children must wash their hands with soap and water 

or use hand sanitizer at the end of the activity and prior to starting a new 

activity. 

3. Members will clean and sanitize classroom materials between uses. 

4. Members will increase the distance between children during table work and plan 

activities that do not require close physical contact between multiple children. 

 



Safe Sleep Policy  
 

AAP recommendations on creating a safe sleep environment include: 

● Place the baby on his or her back on a firm sleep surface such as a crib or 

bassinet with a tight-fitting sheet. 

● Avoid use of soft bedding, including crib bumpers, blankets, pillows and soft 

toys. The crib should be bare. 

 

Handwashing and General Hygiene 
 

1. ReVillage members and children will wash hands for at least 20 seconds  

a. Before and after eating, preparing food, and or bottle preparation. 

b.  Before and after administering medication.  

c. After toileting or assisting with toileting.  

d. Before and after diapering.  

e. After wiping a nose, coughing, or sneezing.* After coming in from outside. 

f. * Upon entering and leaving the child care facility.*  

g.  * After sharing toys, learning materials, etc.*  

 

Food and Nutrition  
 

1. Each family will bring their own snacks for their child daily.  

2. There will not be “family style meals.  

3. Members will wash their hands before and after assisting children with eating 



4. Members will closely supervise all meal times, including infant feeding and 

toddler meals, to prevent children from sharing and/or touching each other’s 

food. 

5. We will allow breastfeeding parents or those whose children have special 

feeding needs to enter the program for the purposes of feeding.  

6. We will discontinue use of drinking fountains except for filling other containers 

such as water bottles. 

7. All cold items and drinks (pumped milk for the day) can be placed in the fridge 

with the child’s name labeled on each item.  

 

Cleaning and Building Maintenance  
 

1. ReVillage members will try to increase circulation of outdoor air as much as 

possible by opening windows and doors, using fans, and other methods.  

2. Members will wear gloves when cleaning and disinfecting surfaces. Instead of 

disposables, you can wear reusable (e.g., rubber) gloves except when cleaning 

and disinfecting areas around a sick person or when in contact with diapers, 

stool, blood and other bodily fluids. 

3. Members will keep all disinfectants locked up. Keep hand sanitizers out of the 

reach of children. 

4. If washing toys by hand, members will use the following process: 

a.  Step 1: Wash and scrub toys thoroughly with soap or detergent and 

warm water to remove most of the dirt, grime, and saliva. It is important 

to clean toys before sanitizing them because the sanitizer kills germs 

better on clean surfaces.  

b. Step 2: Rinse toys with water to remove the dirt, soap residue, and germs 

to help make a clean surface.  

c. Step 3: Sanitize toys. Sanitizing reduces the germs from surfaces to 

levels that are considered safe.  Dip the toys in a sanitizing solution, or 



cover the toys sufficiently with spray. Protect your skin by wearing 

household rubber gloves.  Allow toys to dry completely (i.e. overnight) or 

allow a 2-minute contact time before wiping toys dry with a paper towel. 

 

 

 



 



 



 

 

 

Sanitizing and Disinfecting 
Here are the Oregon State child care cleaning, sanitizing and disinfecting 

recommendations. It will be up to your building and/or your Village to decide to enforce 

this cleaning.  

 
SANITIZING:  

A solution of bleach and water should be used to sanitize: 1 tablespoon of bleach per 1 

gallon of water will give you a 50-200 ppm sanitizing solution. * Make sure that you use 

only UNSCENTED bleach for food contact surfaces and that you are using chemical 

test strips to check the sanitizer concentration. All spray bottles must be clearly labeled 

with contents. 

 

DISINFECTING: 

The following solution of bleach and water should be used: 1 tablespoon of bleach per 

1 quart of water OR ¼ cup of bleach per 1 gallon of water This will give you a 500-800 

ppm disinfecting solution. Remake solutions daily.  

 



SOAKING METHOD FOR TOYS:  

Wash and rinse toys to remove any visible dirt. Soak toys in a solution of ¾ cup of 

bleach per gallon of water for 5 minutes. Rinse toys and allow to fully air dry.  

 

IN CASE OF ACCIDENTS AND ILLNESS: 

For all surfaces impacted by ill children, a stronger solution of bleach and water is 

required. 1/3 cup bleach per 1 gallon of water OR 2 tablespoons bleach per 1 quart 

water. This will give you a 1000+ ppm disinfecting solution. After cleaning the area with 

detergent, spray or wipe with surfaces with the disinfectant. Make sure to allow 

surfaces to fully air dry. 

 

 

Cleaning Check out (EXAMPLE) 
At your Village’s location, you may be given a cleaning procedure sheet. If not, your 

village may decide to create one to help manage the cleaning load. Here is an example 

of what one could look like:  

 

Check Out  

❏ Sign out yourself & your kiddo   

❏ Sanitize all items in “toys to be cleaned” bin using the sanitation process. 

❏ Disinfect diaper changing pad and toilet in child potty area.  

❏ Pick up and put back in order all toys and materials  

❏ Wash dishes in sink  

❏ Clear off counters  

❏ Quick vacuum 

❏ Combine all trash into the yellow trash can located in the toddler bathroom area.  

❏ *ON THURSDAY -Place crib sheets into the laundry bag in toddler potty area to 

be washed*  

 



Diaper Changing Policy  

  

When changing diapers, please do the following:  

● Diapering should be performed in diaper stations. 

● Diaper changing must always be done in such a way that another volunteer can 

easily see the child being changed as well as the other children and volunteers 

in the room. 

● Cover changing pad with fresh diaper pad. 

● Have all supplies ready before placing the child on the changing table. 

● Once the child is placed on the table, put on surgical gloves. 

● Always be attentive, keeping one hand on the child. 

● Wash the child’s hands prior to placing the child back with the group. 

● Dirty diapers are to be sealed in provided plastic bags and thrown away in the 

yellow trash can. 

● Wash your hands and sanitize the diaper changing pad.  

 

Bathroom Policy 
 

● Potty-trained children may use the attached bathroom in the Nursery on their 

own.  

● Always wash your hands and the child’s hands with soap and water after the 

child has used the toilet.  

● If a child needs assistance beyond handwashing, such as wiping or pulling up 

their pants, a volunteer may assist the child, in full view of another child care 

volunteer in the room. 

 

 



Responding to Possible and Confirmed Cases of 

COVID 19 
1. ReVillage members will communicate with the ReVillage coordinator, in 

coordination with local public health authorities and with all families and other 

individuals who have been in the facility in the past 14 days about the confirmed 

case.  

2. ReVillage members will ensure, in the event of a confirmed case of COVID-19 in 

a facility, all children and staff in the group–and anyone who came in contact 

with the group–do not come to the program and are informed about the need to 

be quarantined at home for 14 days. 

3. Decisions about required closure will be made in conjunction with ELD staff and 

the local public health authority. 

 

 

Family Engagement 
1. Members are invited to participate  in play based / parent information monthly 

zoom meetings hosted by ReVillage that will continue to help navigate questions 

and provide healthy play based ideas. 

2. Our bi-montly ReVillage meeting will be held via google meet or zoom instead of 

in person and is optional for all members to participate. 

 

Minor Injuries or Illness  
 

● First aid supplies should be available in the space for minor accidents. Use only 

ice, cold water compresses, and bandages as children may have allergies to 

Neosporin or other ointments. The parent/guardian of the injured child should be 



told of the incident when they come for their child and an incident report should 

be filled out. 

● If a child becomes ill while in the nursery, a parent volunteer should remove the 

sick child from proximity to other children, while keeping him/her within sight 

and hearing distance of an adult. One volunteer should notify the 

parent/guardian.  

 

Emergencies 

● If there is a life-threatening emergency, call 911 immediately. 

● Contact both the parents and as soon as possible. 

● Keep the affected child(ren), as well as the other children in the room as safe as 

possible. Prop open door and have one worker take children into the hallway, 

still in sight and hearing range of the nursery, if necessary, to remove them from 

the scene. 

Fire 

● In case of a fire, please quickly gather children and proceed to the nearest exit 

(as posted on wall), gathering in the parking lot. 

 

Reporting Suspected Child Abuse  

1. Reported suspected child abuse by calling 1-855-503-SAFE (7233). The Oregon 

Child Abuse Hotline is available 24/7. 

 

 

 
 



 
 


